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Devyani Jaipuria Sports Academy (DJSA)
“Shikhar Dhawan Joins Forces with Devyani Jaipuria Sports 
Academy for a Winning Collaboration”

DJSA represents a groundbreaking collaboration with Da One 
Sports, a venture founded by cricket icon Shikhar Dhawan. This 
partnership is set to redefine the landscape of sports education, 
presenting a holistic approach to nurturing young talents and taking 
both academies to greater heights. 

Empowering Through Diversity
At DJSA, our comprehensive sports curriculum spans a 

wide range of disciplines, offering students a diverse array of 
opportunities. From cricket to badminton, table tennis to football, 
basketball to chess, and taekwondo to skating, DJSA provides a 
rich tapestry of sporting avenues. Each sport benefits from the 
expertise of seasoned coaches who impart technical skills and 
instill essential values such as discipline, teamwork, and a spirit 
of healthy competition.

The strategic partnership between DJSA and Da One Sports 
signifies a commitment to excellence in sports education. Through 

this collaboration, both academies will leverage Shikhar Dhawan’s 
vast experience and cricketing prowess to enhance their programs. 
This union is a testament to our shared vision of nurturing young 
athletes and guiding them toward a bright future in sports. 
Together, we aim to raise the bar for sports education and provide 
unparalleled opportunities for aspiring athletes to excel.

EW SPOTLIGHT FEATURE

Devyani Jaipuria Sports Academy, Tennis 
Prowess, and a Paralympic Wonder

In the world of sports education, two remarkable institutions, the Devyani Jaipuria Sports Academy 
(DJSA) and the Devyani Jaipuria Tennis Academy (DJTA), share a common mission: to nurture 

excellence and holistic development in young athletes. Within this landscape of ambition, a shining 
star emerges in the form of Mehak Kaur, a Paralympic wonder, inspiring the youth of today with her 

unwavering dedication and tenacity

Unveiling Excellence in Sports: 
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Devyani Jaipuria Tennis Academy (DJTA) 
Nurturing Tennis Excellence
In the world of tennis education, Devyani Jaipuria Tennis Academy, 
fondly known as DJTA, stands as the embodiment of Ms. Devyani 
Jaipuria’s unwavering vision. Crafted to provide aspiring young 
tennis talents with top-tier facilities and expert coaching, DJTA 
aspires to claim its place as a leading global tennis academy.
Empowering Young Individuals
At the core of DJTA’s mission is the ambition to empower countless 
young individuals, both boys and girls, with the skills required to 
excel in tennis, from district to international levels. The academy’s 
strength lies in its meticulously structured tennis curriculum, 
complemented by the expertise of its coaches. Mr. Zeeshan Ali, 
India’s National and Davis Cup Coach, lends his guidance to the 
academy, emphasizing holistic learning and decision-making 
abilities among students.
Beyond the Court

DJTA recognizes that tennis education extends beyond the court. It 
seeks to instill a sense of responsibility and equip young talents with the 
tools to navigate the challenges they encounter in both sports and life. 
DJTA stands as a testament to the unwavering dedication of Ms. Devyani 
Jaipuria and her commitment to advancing the sport of tennis.
Wonder Girl Mehak Kaur: A Rising Star

Mehak Kaur, a standout student at DPS Sector 45 Gurgaon, is a 
source of inspiration and pride, not only for her school but also for her 
nation. Holding the third spot in the National Para Table Tennis rankings, 
Mehak’s journey exemplifies dedication and unwavering focus.

Table Tennis isn’t just a sport for 
Mehak; it’s her passion. Her ability to 
maintain unwavering focus and deliver 
her utmost effort has earned her a 
plethora of well-deserved accolades 
and recognition, underscoring her 
commitment to excellence.

Mehak’s journey to the top began 
with a resounding victory at the U-19 
Girls SGFI District Level Table Tennis 
Tournament. Her precision and talent 
were on full display as she claimed the coveted first position. Stepping onto 
the international stage, Mehak secured the second position in the Mixed 
Doubles category at the ITTF Fa4O Para Table Tennis Championship in 
Thailand and Position III in the Argostoli Greek Para Open Table Tennis 
championship. Her remarkable performance showcased her adaptability 
and skill in a highly competitive setting. 

Returning to the domestic scene, Mehak continued to shine, securing 
the second position in the U-19 Girls SGFI Block Level Table Tennis 
Tournament held in Gurgaon. In an international showdown at the 
ITTF Al-Watani Para Table Tennis Championship in Amman, Jordan, 
Mehak secured the third position in Class X Singles, second position in 
Class XD20 Doubles, and third position in Class XD20 Mixed Doubles, 
highlighting her consistent excellence. 

One of her standout achievements includes clinching the first position 
at the U-16 Girls Sports Fiesta 2022 Inter-school Table Tennis Tournament 
held in Gurgaon. Mehak’s early accomplishments included securing the 
second position at the National Para Table Tennis Championship held in 
Indore, Madhya Pradesh, in April 2022.

In a world where sporting heroes are both nurtured and made, these 
academies, and incredible individuals like Mehak, are instrumental in 
shaping the destiny of sports. As they continue to empower the next 
generation, we can only anticipate that the future of sports will be marked 
by even greater heights of achievement and unwavering dedication. 

As we bring our exploration of these exceptional institutions and their 
outstanding talents to a close, we do so with the awareness that the legacy 
they are crafting today will reverberate through the annals of sporting 
history, leaving an enduring mark for generations to come.


